es that might as well get a professional release. Some of the kids stumbled over their
rhythm; some decided not to bother with
following a rhythm at all. I was indiscriminately amazed by each of them, regardless of
the quality of their writing. A bunch of Chinese students with absolutely no rap experience, with second-language English ability,
absolutely killed it. In return, I showed them
a little bit of my own rapping. Depending on
the individual class group, I did either a longform freestyle—letting the words rush out
of the top of my head, never really knowing
where the syllables would take me, but going on nevertheless—or I performed some
pre-written songs with beats produced by
a friend, another Harvard student. Normally
my favorite to perform is “Poet, Prophet,” a
nerdy little romp through metaphysics and
literary spiritualism:
Listen to the glimmers of the solar system
Simmering murmurings stretching ’cross the universe, this is my vision
As a poet as a prophet with the lyrics, man I copped it
Caught a wave, detected it, and to this beat I drop it
During the very last class, though, I opted
for “Trippin’,” the closest I’ve gotten so far to
an explicit expression of my blackness. Typically, right before the big beat drop I punch a
black power first in the air and roar, “YOUNG
BLACK BROTHER FROM THE MOTHERLAND.”
I feel as if I perform another self when I rap,
especially when I perform “Trippin.’” This rap
persona is meant to be unabashed in the joy
and experience of his skin, intimate with the
longs and shorts of the beats, and able to jump
across the stage in wild freedom, entirely himself. But I am not much of a performer. I am
always reminded—through a slither of light
or camera flash from the top of a balcony, a
lyric that doesn’t quite fit comfortably in my
mouth, young black brother from the motherland—
that I am playing at something that I don’t
understand. Still, after each performance my
students clapped for me, impressed by my
play at black brazenness.
After the program ended, the Harvard
Seminar leaders and the Chinese teaching
fellows who’d helped us went on a little
field trip through Hangzhou. We went to
the famous market in Hefang Street and
happened upon some of our students. We
walked around, bought green-tea ice creams
and other treats. Then we heard a steady
thump of large men pounding rice into mochi, heaving a huge wooden pestle back and
forth between them while singing with deep
voices. One. Two. Three. Four. One. Two.

Three. Four. One of the other seminar leaders started beat-boxing while we continued
walking, and I joined him with my rapping.
My students began to record a video and
we drew a small crowd. We kept walking
and rapping, dancing, splaying black words
all over this place far from where they were
born. A few days later, I watched that video
again and again as Hangzhou grew smaller
by each second through the airplane window. I was confused by my pixellated self,
sailing through Hangzhou’s streets with
a cool, lyrical breeziness. It didn’t feel like
me—no, not exactly.
The description for my class read, “Words
define who we are. The better we are able
to use them, the better we are able to understand ourselves, each other, and even the
world around us.” By the end, I was deeply

impressed by my kids’ work. But I remained
as confused about black words as ever, and
now that I am back at Harvard, my thoughts
about this aren’t much clearer. I have temporarily suspended actual lyric-writing in a
small effort to get my academic life together,
though I still skip from one part of the Yard
to another, muttering freestyles to myself,
between classes. If not too many people
are around, the words become audible and
I jump a little and wave my hands between
the beats. I still do not have the rhythm perfectly together. I am still out of step. I am
still confused about my skin. I still speak
these black words.
Berta Greenwald Ledecky Undergraduate Fellow
Tawanda Mulalu ’20 expects to fly back to Hangzhou this summer..

SPORTS

Not Our Year
A humbling defeat in The Game caps
Harvard’s dreariest season in 17 years.

I

n the middleof the second quar-

ter of the 134th playing of The Game,
heavily favored Yale had just forged
ahead of Harvard 7-3 on a nine-yard
touchdown pass from
quarterback Kurt Rawlings to wideout JP Shohfi.
Now freshman Crimson
quarterback Jake Smith
was looking to get those
points back. On second
down and 17 from the
Harvard 16, Smith ran an
option play to the left. After gaining a few yards, he
tried to pitch the ball to
freshman halfback Aaron
Shampklin—but threw
it behind him. The ball
bounded free and was

scooped up on the 19 by the Elis’ Malcolm
Dixon, who ran unimpeded into the end
zone. When Alex Galland booted the extra point, Yale led 14-3. The two touchdowns

He’s gone! Against
Lafayette, junior Justice
Shelton-Mosley scored
on an 85-yard punt
return.
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Happy return: Junior Adam Scott took the
second-half kickoff against Lafayette for a
touchdown.

in 55 seconds set the tone for the game, in
which the Elis cruised to a 24-3 victory. Only
a staunch effort by the Harvard defense kept
the margin from being greater.
The loss dropped the Crimson to 3-4 in
the Ivy League, tying Harvard for fifth place
with Cornell, and 5-5 overall. This was the
first season since 2000 that the Crimson had
not won at least seven games. Yale’s victory—its second straight in The Game—gave
the Elis a 6-1 league mark and a 9-1 overall
finish. The triumph also allowed the Bulldogs to hold off Dartmouth and surprising
Columbia and bring to New Haven Yale’s
first outright Ivy title since 1980. The Crimson did not score a touchdown in the final
nine quarters of the 2017 season, the longest
such stretch of futility since the 1986 season, when Harvard suffered three straight
shutouts.
“The bottom line is, Yale is a terrific football team,” said Harvard coach Tim Murphy, whose record in The Game is now 17-7.
“They’re by far the best football team in our
league. They have no real weaknesses, and
they deserved to win.”

This wasa rackety, roller-coaster season,
one replete with struggles. Murphy tried
two quarterbacks, Smith and fifth-year senior Joe Viviano. Each had his moments,
but mainly, the football adage held: If you
have two quarterbacks, you have no quar26

terback. The
offense worked
fitful ly, and
once foes began
to key on stellar junior back
Charlie Booker
III, the running
game became
predictable and
less productive,
gaining a pedestrian 122.3 yards
per game in Ivy
clashes. (Booker missed the
Yale game because of an injury.) With the
rushing attack
unable to keep
rival defenses
honest, opponents often were able to devote double-coverage to the Crimson’s two
star wide receivers, juniors Justice SheltonMosley and Adam Scott. Shelton-Mosley,
who had averaged six catches a game in 2016,
averaged 3.6 in ’17. In ’16 Scott had averaged
6.4 receptions, in ’17, only 2.3. Sorely missed
were two of 2016’s drive sustainers: solid senior running back Semar Smith (out for the
season with a foot injury) and All-Ivy tight
end Anthony Firkser ’17, the classic “possession receiver,” who made many eye-popping
catches on third downs.
The defense also suffered key injuries—
most notably, to its best sacker, junior defensive end DJ Bailey. But led by senior linebacker (and captain) Luke Hutton, and the
redoubtable senior defensive back trio of
Tim Haehl, Tanner Lee, and Raishaun McGhee, the D hung in there valiantly.
There were no easy games. Complicating
matters was parity. The Ivy League was at
its most balanced ever, “the strongest topto-bottom in the 24 years I’ve been here,”
said Murphy. With two weeks left in the
season, seven teams (all except Brown) had
a mathematical chance to share the title. For
all its difficulties, Harvard won a couple of
games it probably should have lost.
The Crimson’s opener, a 17-10 upset road
loss to non-league foe Rhode Island, gave a
hint of what was to follow, but the score was
overshadowed by a traumatic spinal-cord
injury to promising freshman defensive back
Ben Abercrombie. After surgery at Rhode
Island Hospital, Abercrombie was trans-

ferred to Atlanta’s Shepherd Center, which
specializes in spinal-cord and brain-injury
rehabilitation. The Harvard Varsity Club
has responded by establishing the Benson
M. Abercrombie ’21 Fund, which will help
defray the medical costs incurred by Abercrombie and by any future Harvard studentathlete who suffers a “severe or catastrophic” injury during College-approved practice
or competition. (At season’s end the fund
had raised $220,000.)
The next two weeks seemed to promise
business as usual: a 45-28 victory over Brown
in the home opener, and a 41-2 thrashing
of overmatched Georgetown at RFK Stadium in Washington, D.C. (see “A Rugged
Start,” November-December 2017, page 38).
Which is why it was a distinct shock the
following week when the Crimson traveled
to Ithaca, New York, and came away with
a 17-14 loss to Cornell. In the Ivy preseason
poll, which had tabbed Harvard as co-favorite with Princeton, the Big Red had been
picked to finish dead last. The early going
seemed to confirm that so-called wisdom.
On Harvard’s first series, Jake Smith, making his third straight start, took the Crimson 72 yards in six plays for a score. Harvard
built its lead in the second period. Facing
a third-and-13 from the Big Red 36, coach
Murphy ordered a timeout. What he drew
up worked brilliantly. On the next play,
Smith found senior tight end Jake Barann
wide open in the middle of the field. Barann made a finger-tip catch and ran into
the end zone. Harvard 14, Cornell 0. But
with 40 minutes left to play, the Crimson
had scored its final point.
As the Big Red tallied 17 unanswered
points, the remainder of the game uncovered two weaknesses that would plague
Harvard the rest of the season: the inability to mount drives, and the failure to stop
the opponent’s elite runner. Chris Walker,
the Big Red’s All-Ivy running back, did an
impressive Ed Marinaro imitation, time and
again ripping through the line. He finished
with 93 yards on 19 carries. Those rushes
helped Cornell win the time-of-possession
battle by a staggering 36:50 to 23:10; on the
season, Harvard’s possession time In Ivy
games averaged a substandard 27:51. The
Big Red ran 77 offensive plays to the Crimson’s 44. The Harvard offense’s inability to
stay on the field in the second half had a
fatal corollary on this unseasonably warm
day: its hard-pressed defense wore down.
It didn’t help that the Crimson was missing
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three injured starters: Bailey, senior defensive tackle Stone Hart, and junior linebacker
Anthony Camargo.

The next weekbrought the 700th game

for 35, for 421 yards and two touchdowns.)
Harvard’s Smith did his best to riposte, but
it was like a good middleweight trying to
counter a superb heavyweight. The youngster kept on flinging, and finished a creditable-looking 20 for 31 passing, for 268 yards.
Still, it seemed that Princeton was ready to
ramble not only to the Ivy title but to the Su-

Mister Precocity:
Freshman quarterback
Jake Smith engineered a
comeback win against
Dartmouth.

Photo: Jo Cush of FotoJOJO

played at Harvard Stadium, and the Crimson celebrated by whipping non-league foe
Lafayette 38-10. Shelton-Mosley ignited
Harvard with an 85-yard punt return for a
score. In the first period, after the Crimson
defense forced the Leopards into a threeand-out, Lafayette’s Michael Turk boomed
a high, 50-yard punt to the Harvard 15. Shelton-Mosley fielded it and, sprung by a dandy block by junior Noah Reimers, wove his
way upfield along the Crimson sideline, then
outran the final pursuers to score. This was
Shelton-Mosley’s third career punt return
for a touchdown. On the second-half kickoff, Scott produced another Harvard happy
return—or, as Murphy refers to a kick return for a touchdown, “a house call.” Scott
grabbed the football on the Crimson 10.
Keyed by a downfield block from SheltonMosley, he was off to the races. For one Saturday afternoon, all seemed back on track.
It wasn’t. The following Friday night in

the Stadium, Princeton obliterated Harvard
52-17. The 52 points allowed were the most
by an opponent in the Murphy era. The margin of defeat was the largest since a 52-13 demolition at Penn in 1988, and the largest loss
since 2002, when the Crimson was drubbed
44-9 at Penn. It was also Harvard’s first defeat in a Stadium night game after 14 wins.
That evening, there
was no stopping the
quick-snapping Tigers
and their quarterback
Chad Kanoff. In building a 31-10 halftime lead,
the Tiger senior was
scorching, completing
his first 20 passing attempts. (He added another completion in the
second half before his
string was snapped; at
game’s end he was 31
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per Bowl. Instead, the Tigers unaccountably
lost their next four and finished in seventh
place. Go figure.
A week later, concluding a three-game
homestand, the Crimson fell behind Dartmouth 14-0. The season was in danger of
spiraling irrevocably south. Or, as captain
Hutton expressed it, “You can either fold,

Smith finished 18-for-35 passing, for three
touchdowns and (significantly) no interceptions. He also ran nine times, many of them
sinuous scrambles, for 64 yards. Said Murphy afterward: “I’ve seldom been prouder
of a football team.”
The next week in New York City against
resurgent Columbia, though, Smith came a
cropper, throwing four interceptions.
Saving the day was Viviano, who by
all accounts had accepted his relief
role with grace and class. The senior
took over and guided the Crimson to
three touchdowns while the defense
held the Lions to two in a nail-biting
21-14 win. The victory was preserved
when reserve sophomore linebacker
Joey Goodman batted down two Columbia passes in the end zone during
the final minute. “The defensive effort
was just so heroic,” said Murphy, “and
those kids weren’t going to settle for
anything other than getting off that
field with a win.”

Amazingly,given all the Sturm and

Grab and go: Junior wideout Henry Taylor
went over Columbia’s Landon Baty for a
catch that became a 65-yard touchdown.

or you can bounce back. Down 14-0, it’s all
heart.” Behind the resourceful Smith, Harvard bounced back, rallying for a 25-22 win.
The game turned on a freaky occurrence
near the end of the first half. Senior Zach
Schmid punted to Dartmouth’s Danny McManus, who fumbled the ball when hit by
Crimson senior Jack Stansell. Harvard freshman Max Jones recovered at the Big Green
38. But Dartmouth protested, objecting that
Stansell had interfered with McManus. The
officials conferred, then ruled that Stansell
was blocked into McManus by a Dartmouth
player. So the Crimson kept the ball, and
an irate Big Green assistant coach punched
out a press-box window. (Dartmouth suspended him indefinitely.) Smith took advantage, guiding Harvard to a touchdown
in six plays. The biggest was Smith’s own
16-yard scramble on fourth-and-eight. The
capper was an eight-yard toss to senior tight
end Ryan Antonellis with 13 seconds left in
the half. In the second half the Crimson put
19 more points on the board, then held on
thanks to a last-ditch interception by Lee.
28

Drang, Harvard still had a chance to
gain a share of the Ivy title. Those
hopes were snuffed out by a lackluster
home effort against Penn. The Quakers scored on their first offensive play—a
77-yard run by Tre Solomon—and dominated throughout a 23-6 victory. The game, in
which Harvard’s only points came on two
field goals by sophomore Jake McIntyre,
marked the first time the Crimson failed to
score a touchdown since September 19, 1998,
when Harvard was shut out at Columbia
24-0. At the end of the third period, Murphy performed another quarterback shuffle,
replacing Viviano with Smith, to little avail.
“We never really had any great momentum
offensively,” Murphy said. For all that, the
Crimson had its chances. “But we did not
capitalize on our opportunities,” the Harvard coach summed up.
The following week, in The Game, the
Crimson’s high-water mark came on their
first offensive series. Smith engineered an
11-play, 55-yard drive that featured three
completions to Shelton-Mosley, the first
for 21 yards, the second for nine, and the
third for 18. (Shelton-Mosley finished with
a game-high seven grabs, for 77 yards.) This
seemed like a plan, especially in the absence
of Booker. But as so often happened late in
the season, the drive bogged down in the
shadow of the opponent’s goal. So McIntyre

came in and drilled a 29-yard field goal. Harvard 3, Yale 0.
Thus pretty much concluded the Crimson
offensive portion of the day. Harvard was
limited to 164 yards gained, minuscule by
any standard. At the beginning of the fourth
quarter, the Bulldogs enlarged their lead to
24-3 on a two-yard run by Zane Dudek. The
day was Blue indeed.
The momentum of The Game, for nine
years in Harvard’s favor, has now swung.
Likewise, after having dominated the league
for so long, the Crimson is 3-6 in its last nine
conference games, and the overall victory
total has fallen in successive years from 10
to nine to seven to five. So in 2018 Harvard
will face not only a more rugged league but
also a challenge it has not encountered in
some time: a bounce-back season.

Tidbits:Defensive back Zach Miller ’18
(’19), of Houston and Winthrop House, was
elected the 145th captain of Harvard football, for 2018. During the 2017 season Miller,
whose field of concentration is economics,
was credited with 8.0 tackles….Six Harvard
players received All-Ivy recognition. Junior
Justice Shelton-Mosley, the league’s top
punt returner, was a unanimous first-team
selection as a special-teams player. Junior
running back Charlie Booker III was also
named to the first team. Three seniors—
defensive lineman Stone Hart, linebacker
Luke Hutton and defensive back Tanner
Lee—were named to the second team.
Junior defensive lineman Richie Ryan received honorable mention….The 145th season of Crimson football will kick off on September 15 at Harvard Stadium against San
Diego. And mark your calendars: the 135th
playing of The Game—coinciding with the
golden anniversary of Harvard beating Yale
29-29—will take place on November 17 at
Fenway Park.
vdick friedman

Harvard
Hardwood
Follow the men’s and
women’s teams all
season long in reports
and analyses by Harvard
Magazine correspondent David L.
Tannenwald ’08, appearing online at
harvardmagazine.com
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